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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Technial Field

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to a
head-mounted display apparatus.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] In recent years, various types of electronic de-
vices that can be directly worn on users’ body parts have
been developed. Such devices are generally called wear-
able devices.
[0003] Examples of wearable electronic devices that
are worn on user body parts may include head-mounted
display (HMD) apparatuses which are worn on a user’s
head to display images. Other examples of wearable
electronic devices may include smart glasses, smart
watches, wristbands, contact lens type devices, ring type
devices, shoes type devices, clothing type devices, glove
type devices, and the like. Such wearable electronic de-
vices may have various forms that can be attached to or
detached from users’ body parts or clothes. For example,
HMD apparatuses may have a goggles or glasses shape.
Since wearable electronic devices are directly worn on
users’ body parts, they are relatively portable and acces-
sible by the users as compared to devices that are not
worn on the users’ body parts.
[0004] However, there is a continuing need for new
and improved wearable devices that will be even more
portable, accessible, and comfortable while providing ev-
er greater functionality. Pertinent prior art is described in
KR 2014 0013676 A, CN 203 773 162 U, US
2010/289725 A1, DE 20 2013 102458 U1, WO
2014/108693 A1, JP H07 318850 A, US 2008/239523
A1, EP 0 551 781 A1, CN 204 331 156 U, US 1 230 705
A, WO 02/056091 A1, US 2010/079356 A1 and US
2013/128364 A1.

SUMMARY

[0005] A head-mounted display (HMD) apparatus, ac-
cording to various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, is equipped with a portable mobile communication
terminal that is used as a display. In so doing, the incon-
venience of having to separately carry the terminal is
solved. For example, the display of the head-mounted
display apparatus can output an image at a location op-
posite to a user’s eyes, and a lens located between the
user and the display can correct the user’s visual acuity.
[0006] The head-mounted display (HMD) apparatus,
according to various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, provides a structure for preventing shaking or tilting
when adjusting the distance between the lens and the
display.
[0007] A head-mounted display (HMD) apparatus, ac-

cording to various embodiments of the present disclosure
may include: a main frame, one surface of which faces
a user’s face; and a support part coupled to at least part
of the main frame to fix the main frame to the user’s face.
The main frame may have a cavity structure and an elec-
tronic device may be mounted on an opposite surface
thereof, and may include a position adjustment part for
adjusting the position of the external electronic device.
A structure for preventing the external electronic device
from being tilted during the position adjustment may be
included in the interior of the main frame.
[0008] According to various embodiments of the
present disclosure, the head-mounted display (HMD) ap-
paratus can prevent shaking or tilting of a display when
moving the display, thereby providing comfortable or
steady images to a user.
[0009] These and other aspects of the present disclo-
sure will be more fully described hereinbelow with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings. The invention is
defined in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The above features and advantages of the
present disclosure will be more apparent from the follow-
ing detailed description in conjunction with the accom-
panying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the configu-
ration of a head-mounted display apparatus accord-
ing to various embodiments of the present disclosure
shown separated from an electronic device and a
cover;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a main frame in a
state in which the head-mounted display apparatus
of FIG. 1 is not coupled to the electronic device and
the cover;
FIG. 3 is a rear perspective view of the head-mount-
ed display apparatus to which the electronic device
and the cover are mounted;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a state in which a user
wears the head-mounted display apparatus of FIG.
1;
FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of the main
frame of the head-mounted display apparatus ac-
cording to the various embodiments of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 6 is an exploded perspective view of the main
frame of the head-mounted display apparatus ac-
cording to the various embodiments of the present
disclosure;
FIGS. 7A to 7C are structural views and a sectional
view of the head-mounted display apparatus from
which the front case is removed according to the
various embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of the head-mounted dis-
play apparatus of FIG. 1, which is taken along the
A-B direction;
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FIG. 9 is a sectional view of the head-mounted dis-
play apparatus of FIG. 6, which is taken along the
C-D direction;
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the
configuration of a head-mounted display apparatus
according to various embodiments of the present dis-
closure;
FIG. 11 is a diagram for explaining a normal mode
and a head-mounted mode (HMM) or a VR mode of
the head-mounted display apparatus, according to
various embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating an example in which
a head-mounted display apparatus provides a see-
through mode using a rear camera of a smart phone
according to various embodiments of the present dis-
closure;
FIG. 13 illustrates a position adjustment part of the
head-mounted display apparatus according to vari-
ous embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of de-
tecting tilting of the head-mounted display apparatus
100 and displaying a user interface (UI) according
to various embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 15 illustrates examples of a screen for detecting
tilting of the head-mounted display apparatus and
displaying a user interface according to various em-
bodiments of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of de-
tecting tilting of the head-mounted display apparatus
and displaying a measured value according to vari-
ous embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] Hereinafter, various embodiments will be de-
scribed in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings. It should be noted that the same or like ele-
ments will be designated by the same or like reference
numerals although they are shown in different drawings.
Further, a detailed description of a known function and
configuration which may make the subject matter of the
present disclosure unclear will be omitted. Hereinafter,
it should be noted that only the descriptions will be pro-
vided that may help understanding the operations pro-
vided in association with the various embodiments of the
present disclosure, and other descriptions will be omitted
to avoid making the subject matter of the present disclo-
sure rather unclear.
[0012] A head-mounted display apparatus, according
to the various embodiments of the present disclosure,
may provide at least one of a see-through function for
providing augmented reality (AR) through a display and
a see-closed function for providing virtual reality (VR)
through a display.
[0013] Taking GOOGLE GLASS for example, the see-
through function may generally refer to a function of trans-
ferring actual images of external objects to a user’s eye-
balls through the display or through a transparent/trans-

lucent lens and offering the objects or virtual targets or
objects to the user using a visual means or various other
sensory means.
[0014] By the see-through function, the user may be
provided with additional information and/or images of ob-
jects that are actually visible to his/her eyes.
[0015] In another embodiment, the user may also be
provided with additional information by using a hologram,
etc. instead of the display or the lens.
[0016] Taking SONY HMZ for example, the see-closed
function is provided by separate displays; two displays
are disposed in front of a user’s eyeballs, and the user
can view content (games, movies, streaming, broad-
casts, etc.) provided through the displays. This may pro-
vide a sense of immersion to the user using independent
screens.
[0017] Accordingly, the head-mounted display (HMD)
apparatus of the present disclosure may be differentiated
from the existing head-mounted display devices.
[0018] A head-mounted display device 100, which may
include a commincation function, may include a main
frame or face plate 110 to which an electronic device 200
may be attached or detached.
[0019] The electronic device 200 may include, for ex-
ample, at least one of a smart phone, a tablet personal
computer (PC), a mobile phone, a video phone, an e-
book reader, a desktop PC, a laptop PC, a netbook com-
puter, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a portable mul-
timedia player (PMP), an MP3 player, a mobile medical
appliance, a camera, and a wearable device (e.g., a
head-mounted device (HMD) such as electronic glasses,
electronic clothes, an electronic bracelet, an electronic
necklace, an electronic appcessory, electronic tattoos,
or a smart watch).
[0020] FIG. 1 illustrates the configuration of the HMD
apparatus 100 according to the various embodiments of
the present disclosure shown relative to the electronic
device 200 and a cover 220. FIG. 2 illustrates a state in
which the HMD apparatus 100 of FIG. 1 is not coupled
with the electronic device 200 and in which the cover is
not mounted to the HMD apparatus. FIG. 3 is a rear per-
spective view of the HMD apparatus to which the elec-
tronic device 200 and a cover 220 are mounted. FIG. 4
illustrates a state in which a user wears the head-mount-
ed display apparatus 100 of FIG. 2.
[0021] Referring to FIGS. 1 to 4, the HMD apparatus
100, according to the various embodiments of the present
disclosure, may include a main frame 110 and a support
part 115 (e.g., a goggle band).
[0022] The main frame or face plate 110 may be worn
on at least part of the user’s face (e.g., the user’s facial
side) and may be supported on the user’s facial side
through various elements.
[0023] In an embodiment, the support part 115 may
facilitate bringing the face plate 110 close to the skin
around the user’s eyes by adjusting the length of a band
formed of a resilient material. Cushions may be attached
to the band in order to provide a comfortable fit, which
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may be advantageous considering that the user may
wear the HMD apparatus for a long period of time.
[0024] Additionally, or alternatively, the support part
115 may include an eyeglass temple, a helmet, a strap,
etc.
[0025] The rear surface of the main frame 110 may
include a facial-side contact part 130 that contacts the
user’s facial side, and may have a structure correspond-
ing to the flexion of the user’s facial side and may include
at least part of a resilient body 134.
[0026] The resilient body 134 may be made of at least
one cushion material, such as, for example, a sponge,
in order to provide a comfortable fit when the facial-side
contact part 130 is brought into contact with the user’s
facial side. The resilient body 134 may be constituted
with a single sponge, or may have a shape in which one
or more sponges having different compressibility are
stacked on each other. For example, the resilient body
134 may be a sponge having a plurality of layers (e.g.,
three layers that may include an upper layer, an inter-
vening layer, and a lower layer) stacked one on top of
the other in which the upper and lower layers may be
made of a sponge having a lower compressibility, and
the intervening layer may be made of a sponge having
a higher compressibility.
[0027] According to another embodiment, the resilient
body 134 may be detachably coupled to the main frame
110. The resilient body 134 may have an adhesive mem-
ber on one surface thereof, and may be attached to or
detached from the main frame 110 via the adhesive mem-
ber. The adhesive member may include, for example,
but is not limited to a Velcro tape, an adhesive, etc., and
any detachable adhesive member may be used as the
adhesive member. Accordingly, in cases where several
users (e.g., adults and children having different facial
contours) use a single HMD apparatus 100, each user
can use a resilient body suitable for him/her, and in cases
where the surface of the resilient body 134 is contami-
nated (for example, by cosmetics for women), or where
the resilient body 134 is damaged due to the frequent
use thereof, the resilient body 134 can be replaced and
the HMD apparatus 100 can be used again.
[0028] Accordingly, the HMD apparatus 100 of the
present disclosure can be easily worn on the user’s facial
side. For example, the main frame 110 may have a shape
or structure for covering the user’s eyes and may include
a nose recess 120 where the user’s nose is located.
[0029] A lens assembly including at least one lens may
be inserted into a portion of the facial-side contact part
130 that faces the user’s eyes.
[0030] At least one surface of the lens may be exposed
to the facial-side contact part 130 such that the user can
view the screen of the display apparatus with his/her eyes
when wearing the HMD apparatus 100 of the present
disclosure.
[0031] The main frame 110 may be formed of a mate-
rial, for example plastic, which is light enough for the user
to perceive wearing comfort and can support the elec-

tronic device 200.
[0032] The main frame 110 may further contain a ma-
terial for protecting the HMD apparatus 100 of the present
disclosure.
[0033] In another embodiment, the protective material
may include at least one of various materials that provide
strength and/or beauty. For example, the material may
include at least one of the following: glass, plastic (e.g.,
ABS, polycarbonate, etc.), ceramics, metal (e.g., alumi-
num), and/or metal alloy (e.g., steel, stainless steel, tita-
nium, or magnesium alloy).
[0034] The main frame 110 may include a touchpad
112, a display position adjustment part 114, and a lens
fixing part 116, and a front case 122 having a space or
structure where the external electronic device 200 may
be coupled may be formed on the front side of the main
frame 110.
[0035] The main frame 110 may further include a con-
nector to communicate with the external electronic device
200 coupled thereto.
[0036] In an embodiment, the connector may include
a USB connector which may be connected to an electric
connection part, for example, a USB port of the external
electronic device 200, and a signal of a graphical user
interface, which will be described below, may be provided
to the external electronic device 200 through an electric
connection part of the USB connector.
[0037] The front case 122 of the main frame 110 may
correspond to the external appearance of the external
electronic device 200.
[0038] In an embodiment, the front case 122 may be
formed of a resilient material or a flexible material and
may be deformed to accommodate the external electron-
ic device 200 having various sizes.
[0039] The HMD apparatus 100, according to the var-
ious embodiments of the present disclosure, may further
include the cover 220 which may be coupled to the main
frame 110 to more firmly support a terminal of the external
electronic device 200 while the terminal may be fastened
to the main frame 110.
[0040] The cover 220 may be coupled to the main
frame 110 via a physical structure such as a hook, or via
a magnet or an electromagnet.
[0041] The cover 220 may additionally prevent the ter-
minal from being separated from the main frame 110,
and may enhance an aesthetic impression while forming
the external appearance of the main frame 110.
[0042] The cover 220 may further include a window
240 on the front side thereof, and the window 240 serves
to enhance an aesthetic impression through various
types of materials and colors thereof.
[0043] The window 240 may be manufactured of a typ-
ical plastic material such as, for example, PC or acrylic
resin, glass, sapphire, a ceramic material such as trans-
parent ceramics, or a metal material such as aluminum,
SUS, etc. A transparent material may have a chromatic
color, the transparency of which may be controlled.
[0044] The cover 220 may further include one or more
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openings 222. The heat generated from the terminal may
be easily discharged to the outside of the cover 220
through the openings 222, thereby decreasing the tem-
perature of the terminal, and thus preventing the degra-
dation in the performance of the terminal.
[0045] The weight of the cover 220 may be reduced
by having one or more openings 222 formed in the cover
220, which makes it possible to decrease the total weight
of the HMD apparatus, resulting in the weight reduction
of the HMD apparatus.
one or more displays (not shown) or a transparent/trans-
lucent lens 260 may be integrally or detachably fixed to
the lens fixing part 116 of the main frame 110.
[0046] In an embodiment, a lens assembly including
the transparent/translucent lens 260 may be inserted be-
tween the one or more displays and the user’s eyes.
[0047] A soft material (e.g., a sponge, a rubber, etc.)
may be provided on the rear surface of the main frame
110 to prevent the main frame 110 from being excessively
brought close to the skin around the user’s eyes.
[0048] In an embodiment, the main frame 110 may in-
clude a control device or a user input module 112 capable
of controlling the external electronic device 200.
[0049] The control device 112 may include, for exam-
ple, at least one of the touchpad, a physical key, a phys-
ical button, a touch key, a joystick, and a wheel key on
the side of the main frame 110.
[0050] In this embodiment, the control device 112 may
display a graphical user interface (GUI) capable of con-
trolling the functions of the electronic device 200. For
example, a GUI for setting sounds may control the vol-
ume of audio output from the external electronic device
200, and a GUI for reproducing videos may control videos
displayed on the external electronic device 200.
[0051] The control device 112 may receive the user’s
touch input (e.g., a direct touch or a hovering input on
the control device 112).
[0052] Since the HMD apparatus 100 of the present
disclosure is connected to the external electronic device
200 using an interface such as a USB, etc., the HMD
apparatus 100 may transmit the received touch input to
the external electronic device 200.
[0053] The external electronic device 200 may control
the function corresponding to the touch input received
from the HMD apparatus 100 in response to the received
touch input. For example, the external electronic device
200 may adjust a volume, or may control the reproduction
of a video in response to the received touch input.
[0054] According to an embodiment, the display posi-
tion adjustment part 114 may include a wheel or a dial.
[0055] When the display position adjustment part 114
is configured in the form of a wheel or a dial, the user
may turn the wheel or the dial implemented for the posi-
tion adjustment part 114, the external electronic device
200 is moved so that the distance between the display
of the external electronic device 200 and the user may
be adjusted, and as a result, the user can adjust the po-
sition of the external electronic device 200 to watch a

video suitable for his/her visual acuity or an optimally
displayed video.
[0056] Meanwhile, the front case 122 of the main frame
110 may include fastening parts 500 for fixing the external
electronic device 200 when coupled to the front case 122.
[0057] FIGS. 5 and 6 are exploded perspective views
of the main frame 110 of the head-mounted display ap-
paratus 100 according to the various embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0058] In FIG. 5, the main frame 110 may include the
front case 122, the lens fixing part 116, the facial-side
contact part 130, a rear case 131, one or more lens mov-
ing rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D, one or more lens mov-
ing rail fixing parts 142A, 142B, 142C, 142D, or the cover
220.
[0059] The electronic device 200 may be fixed between
the front case 122 and the cover 220. The front case 122
may include a fixing part for supporting the cover 220
and a fixing part for fixing the electronic device 200. For
example, the front case 122 may further include the fas-
tening parts 500 of FIG. 1 and may fix the electronic de-
vice 200 via the fastening parts 500.
[0060] When the position adjustment part 114 is oper-
ated to move the electronic device 200, the front case
122 moves along the one or more lens moving rails 141A,
141B, 141C, 141D while the electronic device 200 is fixed
thereto. For example, through the operation of the posi-
tion adjustment part 114, the front case 122 may move
away from or close to the user’s eyes while the electronic
device 200 is fixed thereto.
[0061] The facial-side contact part 130 may be mount-
ed on one surface of the rear case 132. The facial-side
contact part 130, where the HMD apparatus 100 and the
user’s body part make direct contact with each other,
may be formed of a cushion material in order to provide
comfortable fit. At least one surface of the lens may be
exposed to the facial-side contact part 130 such that the
user can view the screen of the display apparatus with
his/her eyes when wearing the HMD apparatus 100.
[0062] A portion of the position adjustment part 114
may be exposed to the outside through the upper central
portion of the rear case 131. At least one position adjust-
ment part 114 may be installed and may be constituted
in the form of a wheel or a dial. The user may turn the
wheel or the dial implemented for the position adjustment
part 114 in order to adjust the position of the display. The
position where the position adjustment part 114 is dis-
posed may be diversely adjusted in consideration of the
characteristic of the HMD apparatus 100.
[0063] In an embodiment, the HMD apparatus 100 may
fix lenses and may adjust the distance between the elec-
tronic device 200 and the user by moving the electronic
device 200 supported thereby through the position ad-
justment part 114. The user may adjust the position of
the electronic device 200 to watch a video suitable for
his/her own visual acuity by adjusting the position of the
display of the electronic device 200 through the position
adjustment part 114.
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[0064] In an embodiment, when the user operates the
position adjustment part 114, the HMD apparatus 100
may move the electronic device 200 away from or close
to the user.
[0065] In an embodiment, the front case 122 constitut-
ing the main frame 110 may move according to the ma-
nipulation of the position adjustment part 114. In this
case, the rear case 131 may provide a space where the
front case 122 can move, and may provide a guide
through which the front case 122 can move.
[0066] The display or the transparent/translucent lens
260 may be detachably fixed to the lens fixing part 116.
The lens fixing part 116 may be disposed between the
front case 122 and the rear case 131.
[0067] The one or more lens moving rails 141A, 141B,
141C, 141D may be disposed on four corners of the front
case 122, the lens fixing part 116, and the rear case 131
and may be fixed to the rear case 131 through the one
or more lens moving rail fixing parts 142A, 142B, 142C,
142D. The one or more lens moving rails 141A, 141B,
141C, 141D fixed to the rear case 131 may be fixed to
the front case 122 while passing through the lens fixing
part 116.
[0068] In FIG. 6, the lens fixing part 116 may be cou-
pled with one or more resilient members 143A, 143B,
143C, 143D.
[0069] In cases where the one or more resilient mem-
bers 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D have a hollow structure,
the one or more lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C,
141D may be disposed in the interior of the one or more
resilient members 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D, respective-
ly. For example, the one or more resilient members 143A,
143B, 143C, 143D may be springs that each have a re-
silience. The one or more lens moving rails 141A, 141B,
141C, 141D may be disposed in the interior of the springs,
respectively. In cases where the one or more resilient
members 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D are springs having
resilience, the resilient members may include various
forms of available springs, such as coil springs, plate
springs, hydraulic springs, etc., and may also be replaced
by various materials having resilience, such as rubber,
sponge, etc., other than springs.
[0070] The one or more resilient members 143A, 143B,
143C, 143D may prevent shaking or tilting of the front
case 122 by providing resilience to the front case 122
when the front case 122 moves along the one or more
lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D by the position
adjustment part 114.
[0071] When the position adjustment part 114 is oper-
ated, female and male screws included in one or more
moving gears 133A, 133B are loosened or tightened to
thereby move the front case 122. For example, the male
screw loosening direction may correspond to a direction
in which the front case 122 moves toward the lens 260
or the user, and the male screw tightening direction may
correspond to a direction in which the front case 122
moves away from the lens 260 or the user. In another
embodiment, the male screw tightening direction may

correspond to a direction in which the front case 122
moves toward the lens 260 or the user, and the male
screw loosening direction may correspond to a direction
in which the front case 122 moves away from the lens
260 or the user.
[0072] FIGS. 7A to 7C are structural views and a sec-
tional view of the head-mounted display apparatus 100
from which the front case is removed according to the
various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0073] In FIG. 7A, the one or more resilient members
143A, 143B, 143C, 143D may be fixed to the lens fixing
part 116. The lens fixing part 116 may include one or
more fixing members 144A, 144B, 144C, 144D for fixing
the one or more resilient members 143A, 143B, 143C,
143D. The one or more fixing members 144A, 144B,
144C, 144D may be separately inserted into the lens fix-
ing part 116, or may be formed on the lens fixing part 116
when the lens fixing part 116 is subjected to injection-
molding.
[0074] The one or more fixing members 144A, 144B,
144C, 144D may be located on the four corners of the
lens fixing part 116 where the one or more resilient mem-
bers 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D and the one or more lens
moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D are positioned.
[0075] The one or more fixing members 144A, 144B,
144C, 144D may include recesses 147 (or holes) into
which the lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D are
inserted and hooks for fixing the resilient members 143A,
143B, 143C, 143D, respectively. The directions of the
hooks may correspond to the direction of the front case
122.
[0076] In FIG. 7B, the hooks of the fixing members
144A, 144B, 144C, 144D may have recesses 145 into
which the resilient members 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D
are fitted, and may prevent the separation of the resilient
members 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D.
[0077] In FIG. 7C, the hooks of the fixing members
144A, 144B, 144C, 144D fix the resilient members 143A,
143B, 143C, 143D. The lens moving rails 141A, 141B,
141C, 141D may be inserted into the recesses 147 (or
holes) of the fixing members 144A, 144B, 144C, 144D.
[0078] FIG. 8 is a sectional view of the head-mounted
display apparatus 100 of FIG. 1, which is taken along the
A-B direction.
[0079] Through the operation of the position adjust-
ment part 114, the female and male screws included in
the moving gears 133A, 133B are loosened or tightened
to thereby move the front case 122.
[0080] In this case, as the front case 122 moves toward
the lens 260 or the user, the electronic device 200 and
the lens 260 may become closer to each other up to a
first distance (D1). In contrast, as the front case 122
moves away from the lens 260 or the user, the electronic
device 200 and the lens 260 may move away from each
other up to a second distance (D2). The front case 122
may move between the first distance (D1) and the second
distance (D2) from the lens 260. For example, the first
distance (D1) may be 39 mm, and the second distance
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(D2) may be 47 mm. For example, the index of refraction
of the lens 260 may be - 9 diopters at the first distance
(D1) and + 0.5 diopters at the second distance (D2). The
HMD apparatus 100 may provide the user with the re-
fractive index of the lens 260 between - 9 and + 0.5 di-
opters.
[0081] FIG. 9 is a sectional view of the head-mounted
display apparatus 100 of FIG. 6, which is taken along the
C-D direction.
[0082] The front case 122 may include one or more
coupling cylinders 123A, 123B, 123C, 123D, into which
the lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D are in-
serted, on the four corners thereof with which the lens
moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D or the resilient
members 143A, 143B, 143C, 143D make contact. The
one or more coupling cylinders 123A, 123B, 123C, 123D
may further include a bush 124, and may function to guide
the lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D when the
lens moving rails move. The resilient members 143A,
143B, 143C, 143D may be mounted on the one or more
coupling cylinders 123A, 123B, 123C, 123D, and thus
the separation of the resilient members 143A, 143B,
143C, 143D can be prevented. When the user moves
the front case 122, the bushes located in the interior of
the front case 122 may move along the surfaces of the
lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D. Each of the
lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D may have a
thread formed on one end thereof (similar to that of a
screw), and the lens moving rails may be fixedly coupled
to the one or more lens moving rail fixing parts 142A,
142B, 142C, 142D, which may be located in the interior
of the rear case 131, via the threads. Additionally, steps
146 may be formed on the distal ends of the threads to
fix the lens fixing part 116 located between the lens mov-
ing rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D and the rear case 131.
[0083] With decreasing distances between the bushes
and the lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D, the
amount of movement thereof may gradually decrease,
but it may be difficult to assemble them due to the toler-
ance of dimension between the components. In contrast,
with increasing distances between the bushes and the
lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D, it may be
easy to assemble them, but the amount of movement
thereof may increase. Accordingly, the distance between
the two components may be, for example, about 0.03 to
0.05 mm in consideration of the amount of movement
and the tolerance of dimension. The bushes may be
made of metal, or may be made of a material having a
high dimensional accuracy, other than metal. Likewise,
the lens moving rails 141A, 141B, 141C, 141D may also
be made of metal, or may also be made of material having
a high dimensional accuracy, other than metal.
[0084] FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram illustrating
the configuration of a head-mounted display apparatus
100 according to various embodiments of the present
disclosure.
[0085] Referring to FIG. 10, the HMD apparatus 100,
according to the various embodiments of the present dis-

closure, may include a controller 320 (a micro controller
unit (MCU)), a communication module 340, a sensor
module 360, an input device 380, a power management
module 400, a battery 410, an eye tracker 420, a motor
430 (vibrator), a focus adjustment unit 440 (adjustable
optics) or a lens assembly, and a memory 450.
[0086] Other elements (e.g., a display) are not illustrat-
ed in the block diagram for convenience of description.
[0087] In another embodiment, some of the elements
illustrated in the block diagram may be included in the
main frame 110, and the other elements may be included
in the display device (e.g., a detachable smart phone) of
the external electronic device 200.
[0088] The controller (MCU) 320 may include, for ex-
ample, one or more processors, and may control a plu-
rality of hardware elements connected thereto by driving
an operating system (OS) or embedded S/W programs.
[0089] The communication module 340 may electrical-
ly connect the main frame 110 of the HMD apparatus 100
of the present disclosure and the external electronic de-
vice 200, for example, a smart phone terminal using wired
and/or wireless communication to perform data transmis-
sion/reception.
[0090] According to an embodiment, the communica-
tion module 340 may include a USB module, a Wi-Fi mod-
ule, a BT module, an NFC module, and a GPS module.
[0091] According to another embodiment, at least one
or at least some (i.e., two or more) of the Wi-Fi module,
the BT module, the GPS module, and the NFC module
may be included in a single Integrated Chip (IC) or IC
package.
[0092] The sensor module 360 may measure a phys-
ical quantity or detect the operating state of the HMD
apparatus to convert the measured or detected informa-
tion into an electric signal. The sensor module 360 may
include, for example, at least one of an acceleration sen-
sor, a gyro sensor, a geomagnetic sensor, a magnetic
sensor, a proximity sensor, a gesture sensor, a grip sen-
sor, and a biometric sensor.
[0093] The acceleration sensor, the gyro sensor, and
the geomagnetic sensor may detect the motion of a user’s
head on which the HMD apparatus 100 is worn.
[0094] The proximity sensor or the grip sensor may
detect whether the user wears the HMT apparatus 100.
[0095] In an embodiment, at least some elements of
the sensor module 360 may be included in the detachable
electronic device 200 (e.g., a smart phone).
[0096] According to an embodiment, whether the user
wears the HMT apparatus may be detected by sensing
at least one of IR recognition, pressurization recognition,
and a change in capacitance (or dielectric constant) ac-
cording to the user’s wearing of the HMD apparatus.
[0097] The gesture sensor may detect the motion of
the user’s hand or finger to receive an input for the HMD
apparatus 100 of the present disclosure.
[0098] Additionally or alternatively, the sensor module
360 may recognize the user’s biometric information using
a biometric sensor such as, for example, an E-nose sen-
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sor, an electromyography (EMG) sensor, an electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) sensor, an electrocardiogram
(ECG) sensor, an iris sensor, etc.
[0099] The sensor module 360 may further include a
control circuit for controlling one or more sensors includ-
ed therein.
[0100] The input device 380 may include a touchpad
112 and buttons. The touchpad 112 may recognize a
touch input using at least one of, for example, a capacitive
type, a resistive type, an infrared type, and an acoustic
wave type. In addition, the touchpad 112 may further in-
clude a control circuit. In the case of the capacitive type,
physical contact or proximity recognition is possible. The
touchpad may further include a tactile layer. In this case,
the touchpad 112 may provide a tactile reaction to the
user, and the buttons may include, for example, physical
buttons, optical buttons, a keypad, or the like.
[0101] The eye tracker 420 may track the user’s line
of sight using at least one of, for example, electrical oc-
ulography (EOG) sensors, coil systems, dual purkinje
systems, bright pupil systems, and dark pupil systems.
In addition, the eye tracker 420 may further include a
micro camera for tracking a line of sight. The focus ad-
justment unit 440 (adjustable optics) may measure the
user’s inter-pupil distance (IPD) to adjust the distance of
a lens and the position of a display of the electronic device
200 such that the user may view videos suitable for
his/her visual acuity.
[0102] The memory 450 may include an internal mem-
ory or an external memory. For example, the internal
memory may include at least one of a volatile memory
(e.g., a dynamic random access memory (DRAM), a stat-
ic RAM (SRAM), a synchronous dynamic RAM
(SDRAM), etc.) and a non-volatile memory (e.g., a one-
time programmable read only memory (OTPROM), a pro-
grammable ROM (PROM), an erasable and programma-
ble ROM (EPROM), an electrically erasable and pro-
grammable ROM (EEPROM), a mask ROM, a flash
ROM, a NAND flash memory, a NOR flash memory, etc.).
According to an embodiment, the internal memory may
be a solid state drive (SSD). The external memory may
further include a flash drive, for example, a compact flash
(CF), a secure digital (SD), a micro secure digital (Micro-
SD), a mini secure digital (Mini-SD), an extreme digital
(xD), a memory stick, etc. The external memory may be
functionally connected to the HMD apparatus 100
through various interfaces. According to an embodiment,
the HMD apparatus 100 may further include a storage
device (or a storage medium) such as, for example, a
hard disc drive, a flashdrive, or the like.
[0103] The memory 450 may store instructions or data
generated from the controller 320, the communication
module 340, the input device 380, and the sensor module
360. The memory 450 may include programming mod-
ules, such as a kernel, middleware, an application pro-
gramming interface (API), and applications.
[0104] The kernel may control or manage system re-
sources (e.g., the controller 320 or the memory 450)

which are used to execute operations or functions imple-
mented in the programming modules (e.g., the middle-
ware, the API, and the applications) other than the kernel.
[0105] The kernel may provide an interface allowing
the middleware, the API, or the applications to access
individual elements of the HMD apparatus 100 and con-
trol or manage the elements.
[0106] The middleware may function as an intermedi-
ary allowing the API or the applications to communicate
with the kernel and exchange data with the kernel. Re-
garding to task requests received from the applications,
the middleware may perform a control (or scheduling or
load balancing) on the task requests by assigning prior-
ities for using the system resources (e.g., the controller
320 or the memory 450) of the head-mounted display
apparatus 100 to at least one of the applications.
[0107] The API is an interface allowing the applications
to control functions provided by the kernel or the middle-
ware. For example, the API may include at least one in-
terface or function (e.g., instruction) for file control, win-
dow control, image processing, text control, etc.
[0108] The applications may include a short message
service (SMS)/multimedia message service (MMS) ap-
plication, an e-mail application, a calendar application,
an alarm application, a health care application (e.g., an
application for measuring an amount of exercise or blood
sugar), and an environmental information application
(e.g., an application for providing atmospheric pressure,
humidity, temperature, etc.). Additionally or alternatively,
the applications may include an application relating to
information exchange between the HMD apparatus 100
and the electronic device 200. For example, the applica-
tion relating to the information exchange may include a
notification relay application for forwarding specific infor-
mation to the electronic device 200, or a device manage-
ment application for managing the electronic device 200.
[0109] For example, the notification relay application
may include a function of transferring, to the electronic
device 200, notification information generated from other
applications of the HMD apparatus 100 (e.g., an
SMS/MMS application, an e-mail application, a health
management application, an environmental information
application, etc.). Additionally or alternatively, the notifi-
cation relay application may receive notification informa-
tion from the electronic device 200 and provide the re-
ceived information to the user. For example, the device
management application may manage (e.g., install, de-
lete, or update) a function for at least part of the electronic
device 200 communicating with the HMD apparatus 100
(e.g., turning on/off the external electronic device itself
(or some elements thereof) or adjusting the brightness
(or resolution) of a display), applications operating in the
external electronic device, or services provided by the
external electronic device (e.g., a telephone call service
or a message service).
[0110] FIG. 11 is a diagram for explaining a normal
mode, and a head-mounted mode (HMM) or a VR mode
of the HMD apparatus 100, according to various embod-
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iments of the present disclosure.
[0111] In the HMM or VR mode, at least one of a see-
through function for providing augmented reality (AR)
and a see-closed function for providing virtual reality (VR)
is provided through a display. For example, in cases
where a smart phone, as the electronic device 200, op-
erates while being mounted on the main frame 110 of
the HMD apparatus 100 of the present disclosure, the
HMD apparatus 100 may change from a normal mode
to the HMM or VR mode. In the HMM or VR mode, one
image may be displayed as two divided images. Accord-
ing to an embodiment, since an image may be distorted
by the lens 240 included in the main frame 110 in the
HMM or VR mode, a plane image may be inversely dis-
torted according to the characteristic of the lens in order
to provide an undistorted image to a user.
[0112] FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating an example in
which a head-mounted display apparatus provides a see-
through mode using a rear camera of a smart phone,
according to various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure.
[0113] Referring to FIG. 12, the head-mounted display
apparatus 100 of the present disclosure may provide a
see-through mode using the rear camera of the smart
phone as the external electronic device 200.
[0114] According to an embodiment, in a method of
providing a see-through mode, the rear camera of the
smart phone may be executed when a button for chang-
ing a VR mode to a see-through mode is pressed. In this
case, a preview screen of the rear camera may be dis-
played in a picture-in-picture form on a partial area of an
existing VR screen, or the VR screen may be converted
into a background screen, and the preview screen of the
rear camera may be expanded and displayed on the
whole area. Accordingly, a user can experience an ex-
ternal virtual environment and at the same time, can iden-
tify the surrounding environment through the camera im-
age as needed.
[0115] FIG. 13 illustrates a position adjustment part
114 of the head-mounted display apparatus 100 accord-
ing to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0116] When the position adjustment part 114 located
in the main frame 110 is operated, an external input may
be received through a device for detecting the rotation
or operation of the position adjustment part 114, such as
the sensor module 360, the focus adjustment unit 440,
a switch, etc. which are located in the interior of the main
frame 110 or on the main frame 110. In the various em-
bodiments of the present disclosure, an external input
may be detected by a photo reflector sensor which is one
of many devices for detecting the operation of the position
adjustment part 114. The sensor module 360 for detect-
ing rotation is located on at least one surface of the dis-
play position adjustment part 114 located in the main
frame 110, and an arbitrary pattern may be applied to
one surface of the display position adjustment part. The
photo reflector sensor may detect rotation by sending out
light of a light emitting part to one surface of the display

position adjustment part 114 and then detecting a change
in an input value of a light receiving part depending on a
pattern change by the rotation.
[0117] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an operation
of detecting tilting of the head-mounted display apparatus
100 and displaying a user interface (UI), according to
various embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0118] In operation 1401, the HMD apparatus 100 may
detect an operation of the position adjustment part 114.
In an embodiment, the HMD apparatus 100 may imple-
ment a predetermined pattern of the position adjustment
part 114, and a photo reflector sensor may detect rotation
by sending out light, emitted from a light emitting part, to
one surface of the position adjustment part 114 and then
detecting a change in an input value of a light receiving
part depending on a pattern change by the rotation.
[0119] In operation 1403, the HMD apparatus 100 may
display a user interface (UI) for identifying a tilt. In an
embodiment, the HMD apparatus 100 may display the
user interface (UI) for identifying a tilt on the electronic
device 200 coupled thereto in operation 1403. The user
interface (UI) for identifying a tilt may also serve as a user
interface for identifying a focus. For example, the user
interface (UI) for identifying a tilt may have a repeated
pattern (e.g., one or more dot shapes in a lengthwise
direction). If an image adjusted by a user through the
position adjustment part 114 is in complete focus and is
not tilted, the user interface (UI) for identifying a tilt, of
which the image (e.g., all dots) is clear, may be displayed.
If an image adjusted by the user through the position
adjustment part 114 is out of focus and is tilted, the user
interface (UI) for identifying a tilt, having a defocused
portion or a peripheral portion more blurred than the cen-
tral portion thereof, may be displayed.
[0120] The user may adjust the position adjustment
part 114 through the user interface (UI) for identifying a
tilt to adjust the focus of an image and remove the tilt
thereof.
[0121] In operation 1405, the HMD apparatus 100 may
determine whether to terminate the user interface (UI)
for identifying a tilt. When the user interface (UI) for iden-
tifying a tilt is not to be terminated, the HMD apparatus
100 returns to operation 1403. Whether to terminate the
user interface (UI) for identifying a tilt may be determined
when a user input for terminating the user interface (UI)
for identifying a tilt is received. The user input may be
entered through at least one of the touchpad 112 on the
side of the main frame 110, a physical key, a physical
button, a touch key, a joystick, and a wheel key.
[0122] FIG. 15 illustrates examples of a screen for de-
tecting tilting of the head-mounted display apparatus 100
and displaying a user interface (UI), according to various
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0123] When the lens 260 and the front case 122 are
parallel or substantially parallel to each other as in the
example of a screen designated by reference numeral
1501, all dots of a user interface (UI) for identifying a tilt
may be clearly displayed as in the example of a screen
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designated by reference numeral 1503.
[0124] When the front case 122 is tilted with respect
to the lens 260 as in the example of a screen designated
by reference numeral 1505, some dots of the user inter-
face (UI) for identifying a tilt may not be clearly displayed,
but the dots may be blurredly displayed, or the peripheral
shapes of the dots may be distorted as in the example
of a screen designated by reference numeral 1507. In
the user interface (UI) for identifying a tilt, which is dis-
played on the screen designated by reference numeral
1507, the dots in the outer area may be displayed in a
defocused state, or the peripheral shapes thereof may
be distorted due to the tilting of the front case, compared
to the dots in the central area.
[0125] FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating an operation
of detecting tilting of the head-mounted display apparatus
100 and displaying a measured value, according to var-
ious embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0126] In operation 1601, the HMD apparatus 100 may
detect an operation of the position adjustment part 114.
[0127] In operation 1603, the HMD apparatus 100 may
activate the sensor module 360. The HMD apparatus 100
may activate a sensor capable of measuring a distance
and a depth among the sensors of the sensor module
360 in operation 1603. The sensor capable of measuring
a distance and a depth may be a proximity sensor, a
camera, an ultrasonic sensor, etc.
[0128] In operation 1605, the HMD apparatus 100 may
measure the distance between the electronic device 200
and the HMD apparatus 100 using the sensor module
360.
[0129] In operation 1607, the HMD apparatus 100 may
display the measured distance. In an embodiment, the
HMD apparatus 100 may display the measured distance
through the electronic device 200 in operation 1607.
[0130] In operation 1609, the HMD apparatus 100 de-
termines whether the measured distance is in an error
range. For example, when the distance between the elec-
tronic device 200 and the HMD apparatus 100 is in the
error range, it may be determined that tilting or defocusing
has not occurred. In contrast, when it is determined that
the measured distance is beyond the error range, a user
may continue to make an attempt to adjust the focus or
tilt using the position adjustment part 114, and the HMD
apparatus 100 may return to operation 1601.
[0131] The above-described embodiments of the
present disclosure can be implemented in hardware,
firmware or via the execution of software or computer
code that can be stored in a recording medium such as
a CD ROM, a Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), a magnetic
tape, a RAM, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magneto-
optical disk or computer code downloaded over a network
originally stored on a remote recording medium or a non-
transitory machine readable medium and to be stored on
a local recording medium, so that the methods described
herein can be rendered via such software that is stored
on the recording medium using a general purpose com-
puter, or a special processor or in programmable or ded-

icated hardware, such as an ASIC or FPGA. As would
be understood in the art, the computer, the processor,
microprocessor controller or the programmable hard-
ware include memory components, e.g., RAM, ROM,
Flash, etc. that may store or receive software or computer
code that when accessed and executed by the computer,
processor or hardware implement the processing meth-
ods described herein. In addition, it would be recognized
that when a general purpose computer accesses code
for implementing the processing shown herein, the exe-
cution of the code transforms the general purpose com-
puter into a special purpose computer for executing the
processing shown herein. Any of the functions and steps
provided in the Figures may be implemented in hardware,
or a combination hardware configured with machine ex-
ecutable code and may be performed in whole or in part
within the programmed instructions of a computer.
[0132] The embodiments disclosed herein and shown
in the drawings are provided merely to easily describe
the technical details of the present disclosure and help
understanding of the present disclosure, and are not in-
tended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A head-mounted display apparatus (100) compris-
ing:

a main frame, one surface of which faces a us-
er’s face; and
a support part (115) coupled to at least part of
the main frame ,
wherein the main frame comprises a cavity
structure configured to mount a portable mobile
telecommunication terminal (200) used as a dis-
play, on an opposite surface thereof, and a po-
sition adjustment part (114) for adjusting the po-
sition of the portable mobile telecommunication
terminal so that a distance between the display
and the user may be adjusted,
wherein the main frame comprises:

a front case (122) that has a space or struc-
ture therein where the portable mobile tel-
ecommunication terminal is coupled, and
moves together with the portable mobile tel-
ecommunication terminal when the position
adjustment part is operated to move the
electronic device;
a rear case (131), one surface of which has
a curved-surface structure of a facial shape
such that the user is able to wear the head-
mounted display apparatus;
a lens fixing part (116) located between the
front case and the rear case to support a
first lens and a second lens; and
a structure for preventing tilting of the port-
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able mobile telecommunication terminal
during position adjustment;
wherein the structure for preventing the tilt-
ing of the portable mobile telecommunica-
tion terminal comprises one or more lens
moving rails (141A,141B,141C,141D) and
one or more lens moving rail fixing parts
(142A, 142B, 142C, 142D) for fixing the lens
moving rails to the rear case (131),
wherein the structure for preventing the tilt-
ing of the portable mobile telecommunica-
tion terminal further comprises one or more
resilient members (143A,143B,143C,
143D) and one or more fixing members
(144A,144B,144C,144D) for fixing the one
or more resilient members (143A,143B,
143C,143D) to the lens fixing part (116), and
the one or more fixing members are provid-
ed integrally with or separately from the lens
fixing part (116),
wherein the front case (122) comprises one
or more coupling cylinders (123A,123B,
123C,123D) coupled with the one or more
lens moving rails,
wherein the one or more lens moving rails
are located in the interior of the one or more
coupling cylinders, and the one or more re-
silient members are located on an exterior
of the one or more coupling cylinders, and
wherein bushes (124) are located in an in-
terior of the one or more coupling cylinders
to guide the lens moving rails (141A, 141B,
141C, 141D).

2. The head-mounted display apparatus of claim 1,
wherein the main frame includes a structure on an
interior surface thereof that is configured to inhibit
the portable mobile telecommunication terminal from
being tilted during lengthwise position adjustment,
wherein the one surface of the main frame has a
curved-surface structure of a facial shape such that
the user is able to wear the head-mounted display
apparatus, and the opposite surface thereof has a
structure in which the portable mobile telecommuni-
cation terminal is mounted thereon.

3. The head-mounted display apparatus of claim 1 or
2, wherein the main frame further comprises:
a cover coupled to the front case to support the port-
able mobile telecommunication terminal.

4. The head-mounted display apparatus of claim 3,
wherein the resilient members are at least one of coil
springs, plate springs, hydraulic springs, rubbers,
and sponges.

5. The head-mounted display apparatus of one of the
claims 1-4, wherein the one or more fixing members

include hooks that support the one or more resilient
members, wherein the one or more fixing members
include recesses that support the one or more lens
moving rails.

6. The head-mounted display apparatus of claim 5,
wherein the one or more lens moving rails are located
in an interior of respective ones of the one or more
resilient members.

7. The head-mounted display apparatus of claim 5 or
6, wherein the one or more lens moving rails have a
thread formed on one end thereof and are fixedly
coupled to one or more lens moving rail fixing parts
located in an interior of the rear case.

8. The head-mounted display apparatus of any of
claims 4-7, wherein the one or more resilient mem-
bers, the one or more lens moving rails, and the one
or more fixing parts are disposed at the same posi-
tions on four corners of the front case, the lens fixing
part, and the rear case, and the one or more lens
moving rails pass through the lens fixing part and
are supported by the rear case.

9. The head-mounted display apparatus of any of the
preceding claims, further comprising:

a moving gear located in an interior of the main
frame to adjust the position of the portable mo-
bile telecommunication terminal using a force
transmitted from the position adjustment part;
and
a touch panel on at least one side of the main
frame, wherein the touch panel displays a graph-
ical user interface (GUI) capable of manipulating
a function of the portable mobile telecommuni-
cation terminal and receives an input signal from
the user, and
wherein the main frame further comprises a
nose recess on the one surface thereof, and
wherein the support part is one of a goggle band,
an eyeglass temple, a helmet, and a strap.

Patentansprüche

1. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung (100), die Fol-
gendes umfasst:

ein Hauptgestell, wobei eine Oberfläche dessel-
ben dem Gesicht eines Benutzers zugewandt
ist; und
ein Trägerteil (115), das mit mindestens einem
Teil des Hauptgestells gekoppelt ist,
wobei das Hauptgestell eine Hohlraumstruktur,
die dazu konfiguriert ist, ein tragbares mobiles
Telekommunikationsendgerät (200), das als
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Anzeige verwendet wird, an einer gegenüber-
liegenden Oberfläche davon zu montieren, und
ein Positionseinstellteil (114) zum Einstellen der
Position des tragbaren mobilen Telekommuni-
kationsendgerätes, so dass ein Abstand zwi-
schen der Anzeige und dem Benutzer einge-
stellt werden kann, umfasst,
wobei das Hauptgestell Folgendes umfasst:

ein vorderes Gehäuse (122) mit einem
Raum oder einer Struktur darin, mit dem
bzw. der das tragbare mobile Telekommu-
nikationsendgerät gekoppelt wird und der
bzw. die sich zusammen mit dem tragbaren
mobilen Telekommunikationsendgerät be-
wegt, wenn das Positionseinstellteil betätigt
wird, um das elektronische Gerät zu bewe-
gen;
ein hinteres Gehäuse (131), wobei eine
Oberfläche desselben eine gekrümmte
Oberflächenstruktur in einer Gesichtsform
aufweist, so dass der Benutzer die kopf-
montierte Anzeigevorrichtung tragen kann;
einen Glasbefestigungsteil (116), der zwi-
schen dem vorderen Gehäuse und dem hin-
teren Gehäuse angeordnet ist, um ein ers-
tes Glas und ein zweites Glas zu tragen; und
eine Struktur zum Verhindern des Kippens
des tragbaren mobilen Telekommunikati-
onsendgerätes während der Positionsein-
stellung;
wobei die Struktur zum Verhindern des Kip-
pens des tragbaren mobilen Telekommuni-
kationsendgerätes eine oder mehrere Glas-
bewegungsschienen (141A, 141B, 141C,
141D) und ein oder mehrere Glasbewe-
gungsschienenbefestigungsteile (142A,
142B, 142C, 142D) zum Befestigen der
Glasbewegungsschienen an dem hinteren
Gehäuse (131) umfasst,
wobei die Struktur zum Verhindern des Kip-
pens des tragbaren mobilen Telekommuni-
kationsendgerätes weiterhin ein oder meh-
rere elastische Elemente (143A, 143B,
143C, 143D) und ein oder mehrere Befes-
tigungselemente (144A, 144B, 144C,
144D) zum Befestigen des einen oder der
mehreren elastischen Elemente (143A,
143B, 143C, 143D) an dem Glasbefesti-
gungsteil (116) umfasst,
und wobei das eine oder die mehreren Be-
festigungselemente einstückig mit oder ge-
trennt von dem Glasbefestigungsteil (116)
vorgesehen sind,
wobei das vordere Gehäuse (122) einen
oder mehrere Kupplungszylinder (123A,
123B, 123C, 123D) umfasst, die mit der ei-
nen oder den mehreren Glasbewegungs-

schienen gekoppelt sind,
wobei die eine oder die mehreren Glasbe-
wegungsschienen im Inneren des einen
oder der mehreren Kupplungszylinder an-
geordnet sind und das eine oder die meh-
reren elastischen Elemente an der Außen-
seite des einen oder der mehreren Kupp-
lungszylinder angeordnet sind, und
wobei Buchsen (124) im Inneren des einen
oder der mehreren Kupplungszylinder an-
geordnet sind, um die Glasbewegungs-
schienen (141A, 141B, 141C, 141D) zu füh-
ren.

2. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch
1,
wobei das Hauptgestell an einer Innenfläche dessel-
ben eine Struktur aufweist, die so konfiguriert ist,
dass sie vermeidet, dass das tragbare mobile Tele-
kommunikationsendgerät während der Längenposi-
tionseinstellung gekippt wird,
wobei die eine Oberfläche des Hauptgestells eine
gekrümmte Oberflächenstruktur in einer Gesichts-
form aufweist, so dass der Benutzer die kopfmon-
tierte Anzeigevorrichtung tragen kann, und die ge-
genüberliegende Oberfläche davon eine Struktur
aufweist, auf der das tragbare mobile Telekommu-
nikationsendgerät montiert ist.

3. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1
oder 2, wobei das Hauptgestell weiterhin Folgendes
umfasst:
eine Abdeckung, die mit dem vorderen Gehäuse ge-
koppelt ist, um das tragbare mobile Telekommuni-
kationsendgerät zu tragen.

4. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch
3, wobei es sich bei den elastischen Elementen um
mindestens eines der Folgenden handelt: Schrau-
benfedern, Blattfedern, Hydraulikfedern, Gummis
und Schwämme.

5. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das eine oder die mehreren
Befestigungselemente Haken umfassen, die das ei-
ne oder die mehreren elastischen Elemente tragen,
wobei das eine oder die mehreren Befestigungsele-
mente Aussparungen aufweisen, die die eine oder
die mehreren Glasbewegungsschienen tragen.

6. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch
5, wobei die eine oder die mehreren Glasbewe-
gungsschienen jeweils im Inneren der einen oder
mehreren elastischen Elemente angeordnet sind.

7. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 5
oder 6, wobei die eine oder die mehreren Glasbe-
wegungsschienen ein Gewinde aufweisen, das an
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einem Ende derselben ausgebildet ist, und fest mit
einem oder mehreren Glasbewegungsschienenbe-
festigungsteilen verbunden sind, die im Inneren des
hinteren Gehäuses angeordnet sind.

8. Kopfmontierte Anzeigevorrichtung nach einem der
Ansprüche 4 bis 7, wobei das eine oder die mehreren
elastischen Elemente, die eine oder die mehreren
Glasbewegungsschienen und der eine oder die
mehreren Befestigungsteile an den gleichen Positi-
onen an vier Ecken des vorderen Gehäuses, des
Glasbefestigungsteils und des hinteren Gehäuses
angeordnet sind und die eine oder die mehreren
Glasbewegungsschienen durch den Glasbefesti-
gungsteil verlaufen und von dem hinteren Gehäuse
getragen werden.

9. Kopfmontierte Vorrichtung nach einem der vorste-
henden Ansprüche, die weiterhin Folgendes um-
fasst:

ein Bewegungsgetriebe, das im Inneren des
Hauptgestells angeordnet ist, um die Position
des tragbaren mobilen Telekommunikations-
endgeräts unter Verwendung einer von dem Po-
sitionseinstellungsteil übertragenen Kraft einzu-
stellen; und
eine Berührungstafel auf mindestens einer Seite
des Hauptgestells, wobei die Berührungstafel
eine grafische Benutzerschnittstelle (GUI, Gra-
phical User Interface) anzeigt, die eine Funktion
des tragbaren mobilen Telekommunikations-
endgerätes manipulieren kann und ein Ein-
gangssignal von dem Benutzer empfängt, und
wobei das Hauptgestell weiterhin eine Nasen-
aussparung auf einer Oberfläche desselben
aufweist, und
wobei es sich bei dem Trägerteil um ein Brillen-
band, einen Brillenbügel, einen Helm oder einen
Riemen handelt.

Revendications

1. Visiocasque (100) comprenant :

une monture principale, dont une surface est
tournée vers le visage d’un utilisateur, et
une partie de support (115) couplée à au moins
une partie de la monture principale ;
ladite monture principale comprenant une struc-
ture à cavité conçue pour le montage d’un ter-
minal portable pour télécommunication mobile
(200) servant de dispositif de visualisation, sur
une surface opposée de celle-ci, et une partie
de réglage de position (114) destinée à régler
la position du terminal portable pour télécom-
munication mobile afin de régler l’écart entre le

dispositif de visualisation et l’utilisateur,
ladite monture principale comprenant :

un châssis avant (122) dans lequel est pré-
vu un espace ou une structure où est couplé
le terminal portable pour télécommunica-
tion mobile, et qui est solidaire en déplace-
ment du terminal portable pour télécommu-
nication mobile lorsque la partie de réglage
de position est actionnée pour déplacer
l’appareil électronique,
un châssis arrière (131) dont une surface
présente une structure à surface incurvée
adaptée à la forme du visage, permettant à
l’utilisateur de porter le casque de visuali-
sation,
une partie de fixation des verres (116) si-
tuée entre le châssis avant et le châssis ar-
rière pour supporter un premier verre et un
second verre, et
une structure visant à empêcher le bascu-
lement du terminal portable pour télécom-
munication mobile pendant le réglage de la
position ;
ladite structure visant à empêcher le bas-
culement du terminal portable pour télé-
communication mobile comprenant une ou
plusieurs coulisses de déplacement des
verres (141A, 141B, 141C, 141D) et une ou
plusieurs pièces de fixation des coulisses
de déplacement des verres (142A, 142B,
142C, 142D) pour fixer les coulisses de dé-
placement des verres sur le châssis arrière
(131),
ladite structure visant à empêcher le bas-
culement du terminal portable pour télé-
communication mobile comprenant en
outre un ou plusieurs éléments élastiques
(143A, 143B, 143C, 143D) et un ou plu-
sieurs éléments de fixation (144A, 144B,
144C, 144D) pour fixer les un ou plusieurs
éléments élastiques (143A, 143B, 143C,
143D) sur la partie de fixation des verres
(116),
et les un ou plusieurs éléments de fixation
étant prévus d’un seul tenant avec la partie
de fixation des verres (116) ou séparément
de celle-ci ;
ledit châssis avant (122) comprenant un ou
plusieurs cylindres de couplage (123A,
123B, 123C, 123D) couplés aux une ou plu-
sieurs coulisses de déplacement des ver-
res,
les une ou plusieurs coulisses de déplace-
ment des verres étant situées à l’intérieur
des un ou plusieurs cylindres de couplage,
et les un ou plusieurs éléments élastiques
étant situés sur l’extérieur des un ou plu-
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sieurs cylindres de couplage, et
des bagues (124) étant situées à l’intérieur
des un ou plusieurs cylindres de couplage
pour guider les coulisses de déplacement
des verres (141A, 141B, 141C, 141D).

2. Visiocasque selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la monture principale comporte une
structure sur une surface intérieure de celle-ci, qui
est conçue pour prohiber le basculement du terminal
portable pour télécommunication mobile pendant le
réglage de la position longitudinale,
dans lequel ladite une surface de la monture princi-
pale a une structure à surface incurvée adaptée à la
forme du visage, permettant à l’utilisateur de porter
le casque de visualisation, et ladite surface opposée
de celle-ci a une structure permettant le montage du
terminal portable pour télécommunication mobile sur
celle-ci.

3. Visiocasque selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans le-
quel la monture principale comprend en outre :
un couvercle couplé au châssis avant pour supporter
le terminal portable pour télécommunication mobile.

4. Visiocasque selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
les éléments élastiques sont du type ressorts héli-
coïdaux, ressorts à lames, ressorts hydrauliques,
caoutchoucs et/ou éponges.

5. Visiocasque selon les revendications 1 à 4, dans le-
quel les un ou plusieurs éléments de fixation com-
prennent des crochets qui supportent les un ou plu-
sieurs éléments élastiques, les un ou plusieurs élé-
ments de fixation présentant des creux qui suppor-
tent les une ou plusieurs coulisses de déplacement
des verres.

6. Visiocasque selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
les une ou plusieurs coulisses de déplacement des
verres sont situées à l’intérieur des un ou plusieurs
éléments élastiques respectifs.

7. Visiocasque selon la revendication 5 ou 6, dans le-
quel les une ou plusieurs coulisses de déplacement
des verres ont un filetage formé sur une extrémité
et sont couplées à demeure à une ou plusieurs piè-
ces de fixation des coulisses de déplacement des
verres situées à l’intérieur du châssis arrière.

8. Visiocasque selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 4 à 7, dans lequel les un ou plusieurs éléments
élastiques, les une ou plusieurs coulisses de dépla-
cement des verres, et les une ou plusieurs pièces
de fixation sont disposés aux mêmes emplacements
aux quatre coins du châssis avant, de la partie de
fixation des verres et du châssis arrière, et les une
ou plusieurs coulisses de déplacement des verres

traversent la partie de fixation des verres et sont sup-
portées par le châssis arrière.

9. Visiocasque selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, comprenant en outre :

un engrenage de déplacement situé à l’intérieur
de la monture principale pour régler la position
du terminal portable pour télécommunication
mobile au moyen d’une force transmise par la
partie de réglage de position, et
un écran tactile sur au moins un côté de la mon-
ture principale, ledit écran tactile affichant une
interface utilisateur graphique (GUI) capable de
modifier une fonction du terminal portable pour
télécommunication mobile et recevant un signal
d’entrée provenant de l’utilisateur ;
ladite monture principale comprenant en outre
un évidement pour le nez sur ladite une surface
de celle-ci, et
ladite partie de support consistant en un ban-
deau pour lunettes, une branche de lunettes, un
casque ou une lanière.
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